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Welcome to our weekly newsletter, where the Manager summarises the key market developments over the last seven days.

MARKET UPDATE

The Noise

.../continued

The US Federal Reserve hiked interest rates by another 0.75%, increasing 

their target range from 2% to the 3-3.25% range. The increase was in line 

with economists’ forecasts as US inflation is at a peak. Jerome Powell vowed 

that the Fed would crush inflation with his main message being that officials 

were “strongly resolved” to bring it down to the 2% goal. The Federal Open 

Market Committee met post-decision stating that they “anticipate that ongoing 

increases in the target range for the federal funds rate will be appropriate.” 

The Numbers

The Bank of England raised its benchmark interest rate to 2.25% up from 1.75% 

in order to tackle stubborn inflation as policymakers also warned that the UK 

economy was suffering from weak economic activity in the three months to 

September. The FTSE closed down over 1% in light of the interest rate hikes.

The London Living Wage, a vital tool to address the cost of living crisis, has now 

had the biggest increase to date from £11.05 to £11.95. The living wage which is 

paid by more than 11,000 employers including Aviva and Ikea, will increase by 

£1 to £10.90 an hour across the UK. 

Source: Bloomberg, data as at 22/09/2022

GBP Performance to 22/09/2022 1 Week YTD Absolute 
Level

Equity GBP Total Return (MSCI)

UK (MSCI UK) -1.60% 2.30% 6201

Europe (MSCI Europe) -3.40% -11.80% 6456

US (MSCI USA) -2.00% -5.70% 10439

Japan (MSCI Japan) 0.90% -6.30% 6184

Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging) -1.90% -7.80% 466

Fixed Income GBP Total Return

UK Government 
(Barclays Sterling Gilts Index) -3.40% -24.80% 227

Investment Grade Hedged 
(Barclays Global Aggregate 
Corporate Bond Index)

-1.60% -15.90% 271

High Yield Bonds Hedged 
(Barclays Global High Yield Index) -1.50% -14.60% 482

GBP Performance to 22/09/2022 1 Week YTD Absolute 
Level

Currency Moves

GBP vs USD -1.80% -16.80% 1.12

GBP vs EUR -0.20% -3.80% 1.14

GBP vs JPY -2.60% 2.90% 159

Commodities GBP Return

Gold (in £) 2.30% 9.80% 1491

Oil (in $) 0.50% 42.50% 82



Central Banks are at pains to demonstrate their resolve to fight inflation, driven by the 

fear that a prolonged period will drive the public’s longer-term inflation expectation 

higher and make the inflation mindset entrenched. They see cost of job losses and 

higher unemployment, weaker consumer spending, and lower profits for business as 

less painful than having to embark on a tougher inflation fight in the future.

“Looking forward to a visit soon! Get the meatballs ready.” Liz Trussell, Twitter.

A woman called Liz Trussell, who appeared to have nabbed the Twitter handle @LizTruss before the new Conservative leader, has 

been sending replies to people who think she’s Britain’s new Prime Minister.

Ms Trussell appeared to have nabbed the Twitter handle before the Conservative Leader (who goes by @liztruss), with rival party 

leaders and even the Swedish Prime Minister messaging the wrong account.

While some people have corrected those who had tweeted them by mistake, Ms Trussell has been sending replies with somewhat 

hilarious results. 

Caroline Lucas, the co-leader of the Green Party, thought she had unleashed a stinging attack on the next Prime Minister when she 

wrote: “@LizTruss still doesn’t get it - Boris Johnson did *not* get Brexit done, his myriad mistakes over Covid cost countless lives, 

& he leaves having disgraced his office.”

When another Twitter user chimed in with “and I bet she likes cake”, Ms Trussell was only too happy to confirm the inevitable and 

wrote: “I love cake.”

A few hours later, it was the Swedish Prime Minister’s turn to message the wrong Liz.

Magdalena Andersson swiftly deleted her post, but not before Ms Trussell expressed a willingness to meet.

She even suggested the Scandinavian leader should bring a delicacy from her home nation, and wrote: “Looking forward to a visit 

soon! Get the meatballs ready.”
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